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Plan of the Chapter

In this chapter we look at dynamics of Bayesian updating and learning.
In particular we will consider:

1 Herding/Informational cascades models and extensions.
2 Learning from others.
3 Applications to market environments.
4 Welfare analysis.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

Banerjee (1992): ♣
Population of 100 people, each person having to choose between
two unknown restaurants A and B.
There is a common prior probability of .51 that A is better than B.
People arrive in sequence at the restaurants and each person has a
private assessment of the quality of each restaurant and observes the
choices of the predecessors.
The signal provides good or bad news about restaurant A: A
favorable signal combined with the prior makes a person choose A.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

Suppose
99 people have bad news about A and 1 person good news.
However, the person with good news about A is first in line. He
chooses A.
Then the second person in line infers that the news about B of the
first in line are bad and also chooses A, “herding” not following his
private information.
The second person in line chooses A irrespective of his signal. This
implies his choice conveys no information about his signal to the
third person in line.
His problem is exactly the same as the second person in line and
therefore he will go to restaurant A.

The second person in line starts an informational cascade, where no
further information accumulates.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

In a context with a sequence of imperfectly informed decision makers,
each of whom observes the actions of predecessors:

An informational cascade arises when an agent, as well as all
successors, make a decision independently of the private information
received.
Then the actions of predecessors do not provide any information to
successors and therefore any learning stops.
After the informational cascade starts the beliefs of the successor do
not depend on the action of the predecessor.
A cascade implies herding but a herd can arise even with no cascade
(and in a herd there may be learning).

Pooling all the private signals indicate B is better with probability ' 1.
This sequential decision making process does not aggregate information
and leads to an inefficient outcome.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

A Model
Two states of the world, two signals and two actions.
Suppose agents have to decide in sequence whether they adopt or
reject a project with unknown value θ ∈ {0, 1}, each with equal
probability.
The cost of adoption is c = 1/2.
Each agent i = 1, 2, . . . , t chooses xi ∈ {adopt , reject} based on a
private binary, conditionally independent, signal si ∈ {sL, sH} with
P(sH |θ = 1) = P(sL|θ = 0) = ` > 1/2, and x i = {x1, x2, . . . , xi−1}.
θi = P(θ = 1|x i): the public belief.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

Note that E [θ|x i ] = θi implies that there is an interval of public
beliefs (1− `, `) such that for beliefs above ` everyone adopts, and
for beliefs below 1− ` everyone rejects, independently of the realized
signal.
Reason: when the public belief is strictly above ` , even after
receiving a bad signal, according to Bayes’s formula the private
belief of the agent is strictly larger than 1/2.
Thus, learning takes place only when beliefs are in the interval
(1− `, `), in which case an agent adopts only if he receives good
news. Otherwise, the agent will herd (follow the public belief
independently of his private signal) and an informational cascade will
ensue.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

The probability that a cascade has not started when i has to move
converges to zero exponentially as i increases, and there is a positive
probability that agents herd on the wrong action.
The results extend to a sequential decision model where each agent
moves at a time, choosing among a finite number of options, having
observed the actions of the predecessors and receiving an exogenous
discrete signal (not necessarily binary) about the uncertain relative
value of the options (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch (1992) or
BHW for short).
In the models in this family the payoff to an agent depends on the
actions of others only through the information they reveal.
These are models of pure information externalities where (i)
informational cascades occur and (ii) it is possible that all agents
“herd” on a wrong choice despite the fact that the pooled
information of agents reveals the correct choice.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

What is at the root of the extreme potential inefficiency of incorrect
herds?

A combination of an information externality, and two assumptions of
the BHW model: discrete actions and signals of bounded strength.
With continuous action spaces and agents being rewarded according
to the proximity of their action to the full-information optimal action
convergence to the latter obtains (Lee (1993)).
In this case agents’ actions are always sufficient statistics for their
information, all information of agents is aggregated efficiently and
the correct choice eventually identified.
With a discrete action space (and discrete signals) there is always a
positive probability of herding in a non-optimal action since agents
can not fine-tune their actions to their information and actions
cannot be sufficient statistics for agents’ posteriors.
As the set of possible actions becomes richer cascades on average
take longer to form and aggregate more information.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

The second assumption is that signals are imperfect, identically
distributed, and discrete. This implies that they are of bounded strength,
which is necessary for a cascade to occur.

Smith and Sørensen (2000) show that, in the context of the BHW
model, if signals are of unbounded strength, then (almost surely)
eventually all agents learn the truth and take the right action.
With signals of unbounded strength incorrect herds are overturned
by the action of an agent with a sufficiently informative contrary
signal (and this individual eventually appears).
With signals of (uniformly) bounded strength herding occurs (almost
surely) and it may be on the wrong action.
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6.1 Herding, Cascades and Social Learning

Except when signals are discrete informational cascades need not arise.
Chamley (2003): for reasonable distributions of the signals cascades
will not occur.
Convergence to the correct action, however, will be slow.
The reason for the slow convergence is the self-correcting property
of learning from others (due to Vives (1993)).
Suppose that the state of the world is high. Then the public belief
converges to θ = 1.
However, as the public belief tends to 1, and most agents adopt, it
is increasingly unlikely that an agent appears with a sufficiently low
signal so that it induces this agent to reject adoption.
Since there is some probability that this agent appears the herd is
informative and the public belief tends to one. Nonetheless, because
the probability of such an agent appearing tends to zero the
informativeness of the herd and the rate of learning diminish.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model

We consider four extensions:
1 Partial informational cascades.
2 Endogenous order of moves.
3 Learning from neighbors.
4 Reputational herding.
♣
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.1 Partial Informational Cascades

Gale (1996): Model where although a full informational cascade can
never occur, outcomes may be inefficient.

Suppose that each of n agents, i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, has to make a binary
choice, to invest or not to invest in a project, and receives an
independent signal si uniformly distributed on [−1, 1].
The payoff to investing is given by θ =

∑n
i=1 si .

The optimal investment is achieved if all agents invest if and only if∑n
i=1 si > 0.

If agents decide in an exogenously given sequence i = 1, 2, . . . ,n,
then

1 i = 1 invests if and only if s1 > 0.
2 If i = 1 has invested, then i = 2 invests if and only if

s2 + E [s1|s1 > 0] = s2 + 1/2 > 0 and so on.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.1 Partial Informational Cascades

The result is that the more agents have invested the more extreme
must a signal be to overturn the “partial” informational cascade
(similarly as when we have discussed above the role of signal
strength).
The outcome need not be efficient: for n = 2, we may have both
agents investing with s1 + s2 < 0.
This model highlights the difference between cascades and herds. A
herd may occur even if there is no cascade.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

In the basic model the order in which individuals act is exogenously given.
If the order of moves is endogenous then agents learn both from the
actions and the delay (no-action) of other agents.
There is a trade-off between the urgency of acting (impatience) and
the benefit of waiting and acting with superior information.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

Gul and Lundholm (1995): This trade-off creates clustering by allowing
first movers to infer some of the information of later movers and by
allowing agents with more extreme signals to act first.

Continuous time model where agent i, i = 1, 2, receives an
independent signal si uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
Agents need to predict θ = s1 + s2. The utility of agent i making
prediction q1 at time ti is given by −(θ − qi)2 − αθti , where α > 0.
A strategy for player i is a function t(si) which gives the (latest)
time at which the player will move given that other players have not
moved and that the player has received si .
It can be shown that at the unique symmetric equilibrium t(si) is
(strictly) decreasing, continuous, and t(1) = 0.
When the first player moves it reveals his signal. Then the second
agent moves immediately since there is no longer any benefit of
waiting.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

Clustering is explained by two factors: “anticipation” and “ordering.”
An agent now learns not only from predecessors but also from
successors.
The reason is anticipation: an agent learns something from the lack
of action of another agent about the signal this agent has and this
makes the prediction of the first agent similar to the successor’s
prediction.
Furthermore, agents with extreme signals have a higher cost of
waiting and will act first, revealing their signals.
The forecasts of agents tend to cluster together then because of the
higher impact of extreme signals on the forecasted variable.
Despite the fact that information is used “efficiently” the
informational externalities present are not internalized and there is
room for Pareto improvements.

Chamley and Gale (1994) explore the forms of market failure involved in
delaying action in an investment model and how they depend on the
speed of reaction of agents.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

Gale (1996): discrete time two-agent version of the Gale (1996) model
with endogenous sequencing and discount factor δ:

An agent can invest in any period and his decision is irreversible.
The agent with a higher signal is more impatient, since the expected
value of investing in the first period is si and the cost of delay is
(1− δ)si .
There is a unique equilibrium in which agent i invests in the first
period iff si > s̄.
If i waits he will invest in the second period iff sj > s̄, j 6= i.
The equilibrium s̄ must balance the cost and the option value of
delaying.
The latter is computed as follows. If agent i does not delay and
agent j does not invest in the first period, agent i will regret if
si + E [sj |sj < s̄] < 0. This happens with probability P(sj < s̄).
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

The equilibrium is the unique solution to

(1− δ)s̄ = −δP(sj < s̄)(s̄ + E [sj |sj < s̄]).

In this equilibrium there is no complete information aggregation and
agents may ignore their own information.
The result may be that an inefficient outcome obtains (for example,
it may be that s1 > 0, s2 > 0 but there is no investment because
si < s̄, i = 1, 2).
Note: the game ends in two periods even if potentially there are
many.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

In Chamley and Gale (1994) time is also discrete, there is discounting
with factor δ, and each agent, i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, receives a binary signal
that provides (si = 1) or not (si = 0) an investment opportunity.

The payoff to the investment π(ñ) is increasing in the realized
number of investment opportunities ñ =

∑n
i=1 si .

A player that invests at date t gets a payoff δt−1π(ñ). A player that
does not invest gets a zero payoff.
An agent has to decide whether to invest or wait. By investing early
the agent reveals that he had an investment opportunity.
For any history of actions three things may happen in a symmetric
PBE (in behavioral strategies).

1 If beliefs about ñ are pessimistic enough no one invests and the
game ends.

2 If beliefs about ñ are optimistic enough, everyone invests and the
game also ends.

3 If beliefs about ñ are intermediate, then an agent randomizes
between investing now and waiting.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.2 Endogenous Order of Moves

Chamley (2004b) extends the model:
Social learning model with irreversible investment of a fixed size for
every of a finite number of agents, endogenous timing, and any
distribution of private information.
The payoff of exercising the option in period t is given by
δt−1(θ − c), where δ is the discount factor, θ is a productivity
parameter fixed by nature, not observable, and which can take a
high or a low value, and c > 0 the cost of investment.
If the agent never invests he gets a payoff of zero.
Finding: generically there may be multiple equilibria which generate
very different amounts of information:

In one equilibrium information revealed by aggregate activity is large
and most agents delay investment.
In the other information revealed by aggregate activity is low and
most agents rush to invest.

Zhang (1997) introduces also heterogeneity in the precision of the signals
received by agents.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.3 Learning from Neighbors

In the basic model it is assumed that each agent observes the entire
sequence of the actions of his predecessors.

Smith and Sørensen (1995) assume that agents observe imperfect
signals (“reports”) of some number of predecessors’ posterior beliefs
and consider two cases:

1 Learning from aggregates (the aggregate number of agents taking
each action, for example) and

2 Learning from samples of individuals. The latter encompasses
word-of-mouth learning and bounded memory.

Finding: in both cases complete learning obtains eventually with
unbounded informativeness of private signals.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.3 Learning from Neighbors

Banerjee and Fudenberg (2004) study word-of-mouth learning in a
model of successive generations making choices between two options.
They find that convergence to the efficient outcome obtains if each
agent samples at least two other agents, each person in the
population is equally likely to be sampled, and signals are sufficiently
informative.
Convergence is obtained without agents observing the popularity or
“market shares” of each choice.
Caminal and Vives (1996, 1999) consider a model of consumer
learning about quality and firm competition where consumers learn
both from word-of-mouth and market shares.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.3 Learning from Neighbors

Ellison and Fudenberg (1993, 1995) depart from rational learning by
examining the consequences of agents using exogenously specified
decision rules to learn from neighbors and with word-of-mouth
communication.
Gale and Kariv (2003) extend the social learning model to consider
learning in a network and agents are allowed to choose a different
action in each date.
Callander and Hörner (2006): variant of the BHW model where
agents are differentially informed and do not observe the entire
sequence of decisions but only the number of agents having chosen
each option.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.4 Payoff externalities and Reputational Herding

Payoff externalities can lead easily to agents taking similar actions.
Coordination games or, more in general, games of strategic
complementarities where the incremental benefit of the action of a
player is increasing in the actions of other players.
It is well-known that payoff externalities can be an obstacle to
communication (Crawford and Sobel (1982)).
Reputational herding models introduce informational externality
considerations in principal-agent models. Typically the action of an
agent affects the beliefs of a principal as well as his payoff. The
payoff to the agent depends on the beliefs of the principal.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.4 Payoff externalities and Reputational Herding

Suppose that agents are of low or high ability and they want to
impress the principal (but neither knows the type of an agent).
Scharfstein and Stein (1990) and Graham (1999) find that if the
signals of the high ability agents are positively correlated then they
tend to choose the same investment projects and therefore there is
an incentive for second movers to imitate first movers. This happens
in a context where agents do not learn about their type when
receiving their signals. Herding may occur even if signals are
conditionally independent if agents learn about their type (Ottaviani
and Sørensen (2000)).
The same occurs if agents receive an additional signal about their
type (Trueman (1994) and Avery and Chevalier (1999)).
Other models in which the agents know their type and herding arises
are Zwiebel (1995) and Prendergast and Stole (1996). Effinger and
Polborn (2001) find that anti-herding occurs if the value of being
the only high ability agent is sufficiently large.
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.5 Evidence

There are several papers trying to find evidence for or against herding
behavior.

Evidence of herding-type phenomena in analysts’ forecasts – as well
as some anti-herding evidence – can be found in Graham (1999),
Hong et al. (2000), Welch (2000), Zitzewitz (2001), Lamont
(2002), Bernhardt et al. (2006), and Chen and Jiang (2006).
For evidence in mutual fund performance see Hendricks et al.
(1993), Grinblatt et al. (1995), Wermers (1999), Chevalier and
Ellison (1999). See also Foster and Rosenzweig (1995) for evidence
of learning from others in agriculture.
Main problem of empirical work is that there is typically no data on
the private information of agents and that the estimation of herding
is not structural (and therefore not linked to the theory).
This difficulty is overcome in experimental designs (Anderson and
Holt (1997) and Hung and Plott (2001)).
Evidence is disputed by Huck and Oechssler (2000), Nöth and Weber
(2003), Kübler and Weizsäcker (2004) and Celen and Kariv (2004a).
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6.2 Extensions of the Herding Model
6.2.5 Conclusions

The basic model and the extensions considered are still very rough
approximations to the phenomenon of social learning.
The interaction of agents is constrained to a rigid sequential
procedure in which individuals take decisions in turn having observed
past decisions.
A fortiori, the model is still far from capturing the functioning of
markets in which there is an explicit price formation mechanism,
agents have a large flexibility in terms of actions (quantities and/or
prices, for example), interact both simultaneously and sequentially,
observe aggregate statistics of the behavior of others, and the
system is subject to shocks.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others

In this section:
Basic model of learning from others with noisy observation.
Particular case: sequential decision model with smooth objective and
continuous action sets.
The model is extended to allow for endogenous information
acquisition, and short-lived or long-lived agents.

♣
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Model
In each period t = 0, 1, . . . there is a continuum of short-lived
agents, trying to predict a random variable θ, unobservable to them.
The expected loss to agent i in period t when choosing an action qit
is: Lit = E [(θ − qit)2].
Agent i in period t has a private signal sit = θ + εit , where
εit ∼ N (0, σ2

ε), Cov[εi , εj ] = ζσ2
ε , i 6= j , ζ ∈ [0, 1].

Convention that the average εt =
∫ 1

0 εitdi, εt ∼ N (0, ζσ2
ε),

Cov[εt , εit ] = ζσ2
ε .

Let θ̄ = 0
When ζ = 0, there is no correlation between the error terms of the
signals and εt = 0 (a.s.).
The agent has also available a public information vector
pt−1 = {p0, p1, . . . , pt−1}, where pt =

∫ 1
0 qitdi + ut , {ut}∞t=0 is a

white noise process. In short, i’s information set in period t is
Iit = {sit , pt−1}.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Agent i in period t solves

min
q

E
[
(θ − q)2 |Iit

]
,

and sets
qit = E [θ|Iit ].

The period expected loss Lit is given by

Lit = E [E [(θ − E [θ|Iit ])2|Iit ]] = E [Var[θ|Iit ]].

Remark: the formal analysis of the model would be unchanged if
agent i in period t had an idiosyncratic expected loss function.
If the signals of agents of the same generation are perfectly
correlated (ζ = 1), then we have sequential decision making as in
the basic herding model with minor variations but with transmission
noise.
In this case there is a representative agent each period and the
model is purely sequential with agents taking actions in turn.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Agents act simultaneously in every period and noise avoids that their
average action fully reveals θ.
Let us posit that the strategies of agents in period t are linear and
symmetric: qit = atsit + ϕt(pt−1), at is the weight to private
information, and ϕt(·) a linear function. Now, the current public
statistic is given by

pt =
∫ 1

0
qitdi + ut = at(θ + εt) + ut + ϕt(pt−1).

The public signal pt at period t, is a linear function of
zt = at(θ + εt) + ut and past public signals and is normally
distributed.
Then, qit+1 = E [θ|sit+1, pt ] is again a linear function of sit+1 and
pt .
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Letting zt = at(θ + εt) + ut , we have pt = zt + ϕt(pt−1): the vector
of public information pt can be inferred from the vector zt and vice
versa.
The variable zt is the new information about θ in pt . From normality
of the random variables it is immediate that the conditional
expectation θt = E [θ|pt ] = E [θ|zt ] is a sufficient statistic for public
information in the estimation of θ.
Then, the sequence of public beliefs {θt} follows a martingale:

E [θt |θt−1] = θt−1.

Since the conditional expectation is a sufficient statistic for normal
random variables θt = E [θ|θt ], and

Var[θ] = Var[θ|θt ] + Var[θt ].
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Let τ t = (Var[θ|θt ])−1 denote the informativeness (precision) of
public information θt = E [θ|zt ], in the estimation of θ.
Then,

τ t = τθ +
t∑

k=0
(ζτ−1

ε + (a2
kτu)−1)−1.

The result is that the random vector (sit , θt−1) is sufficient in the
estimation of θ based on Iit .
The posterior mean of θ:

E [θ|sit , θt−1] = atsit + (1− at)θt−1, at = τ ε/(τ ε + τ t−1).

From the martingale property: Cov[∆θt ,∆θt−1] = 0 and
Var[∆θt ] = Var[θt ]−Var[θt−1].
Var[θt ]−Var[θt−1] = Var[θt |θt−1] and Var[θt ] =

∑t
k=0 Var[∆θk ].

Also, since Var[θ] = Var[θ|θt ] + Var[θt ] ⇒
Var[θt |θt−1] = τ−1

t−1 − τ
−1
t .
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Benchmark τu =∞
The order of magnitude of τ t is t for ζ > 0.
The new information in pt , at(θ + εt) reveals the relevant
information of agents.
There is learning about θ as t grows and learning is at the standard
rate 1/

√
t.

When τu =∞ there is no information externality since public
information is a sufficient statistic for the agents’ information.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Suppose τu <∞
Public precision is accumulated unboundedly but at a slow rate
owing to the self-correcting property of learning from others
whenever agents are imperfectly informed and public information is
not a sufficient statistic of the information agents have (Vives (1993,
1997)).
The weight given to private information at is decreasing in the
precision of public information τ t−1, and the lower at is the less
information is incorporated in pt .
A higher (lower) inherited precision of public information τ t−1
induces a low (high) current response to private information at ,
which in turn yields a lower (higher) increase in public precision
τ t − τ t−1: learning from others is self-defeating (self-enhancing).
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

The self-enhancing aspect
Public precision τ t will be accumulated unboundedly.
If this were not the case the weight given to private precision
at = τε

τε+τ t−1
would be bounded away from zero, necessarily

implying that τ t grows unboundedly, a contradiction.
As τ t tends to infinity, at tends to zero.

The self-defeating aspect
Accumulation is slow:

τ t
t1/3

t→∞−−−−→ (3τuτ
2
ε)1/3.

The result implies that τ t grows at the rate of t1/3: if to attain a
certain level of public precision (approximately) 10 rounds more are
needed when τu =∞, we need (approximately) 1000 additional
rounds to obtain the same precision in the presence of noise τu <∞.
The result demonstrates also that the social learning model with
perfect observation of the actions of others is not robust.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

The rate of learning is independent of the level of noise.
However, the asymptotic precision (or constant of convergence)
increases with less noise (higher τu) and more precise signals (higher
τ ε).
This asymptotic precision influences the “slope” of convergence.
More noise in the public statistic or in the signals slows down
learning of θ by decreasing the asymptotic precision but it does not
alter the convergence rate.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Heuristic argument to show that τ t ≈ t1/3, at ≈ t−1/3 and t−1/3 τ t
t−→ (3τuτ

2
ε)

1/3:
Let τ t ≈ Ktυ for some K > 0 and υ > 0.
Then at ≈ τ εK−1t−υ (because at ≈ τ ετ−1

t from
at = τ ε/ (τ ε + τ t−1)) and therefore
τ t = τθ + Σt

k=0

(
ςτ−1
ε + (a2

kτu)−1
)−1
≈ τuτ

2
εK−2Σt

k=0k−2υ.

We have that Σt
k=0k−2υ ≈ t1−2υ/ (1− 2υ).

The equality υ = 1− 2υ implies that υ = 1
3 . Furthermore,

K = 3τuτ
2
εK−2 and therefore K = (3τuτ

2
ε)1/3.

The result obtains because as t grows unboundedly, at tends to zero
and so does the amount of new information incorporated into pt ,
which is represented by zt = at (0 + εt) + ut .
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Denote with L→ convergence in distribution, Vives (1993,1997) shows

Proposition
As t →∞:

1 at → 0, τ t →∞.
2 θt → θ a.s. and in mean square.
3 τ t/t1/3 → (3τuτ

2
ε)1/3.

4
√

t1/3(θt − θ)
L→ N (0, ((3τuτ

2
ε)−1/3).
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Evolution of the cross section of beliefs
Identify agent i with his prediction:
qit = E [θ|sit , θt−1] = atsit + (1− at)θt−1, at = τ ε/(τ ε + τ t).
The distribution of beliefs will be normal and characterized by its
average qt =

∫ 1
0 qitdi and dispersion

∫ 1
0 (qit − qt)2di.

Consider the case: ζ = 0.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Case ζ = 0.
We have qt = atθ + (1− at)θt−1, and E [θt |θ] = (1− τθ/τ t)θ.

We obtain easily that

E [qt |θ] =
(

1− τθ
τ ε + τ t−1

)
θ

E
[∫ 1

0
(qit − qt)2di

]
= τ ε

(τ ε + τ t−1)2 .

Given that τ t grows as t1/3 we obtain that E [qt |θ] increases
monotonically in a concave way to θ.
E [
∫ 1

0 (qit − qt)2di] decreases monotonically in a convex way to 0.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.1 Slow Learning with Public Information

Case ζ = 1.
With perfect correlation of the signals we have a representative
agent each period and we are in the context of the herding models.
With no noise in public information then actions are fully revealing
of the information of agents and public precision τ t grows at the
rate of t.
With noisy observation of the actions the self-correcting property of
learning from others implies that τ t grows much more slowly, at the
rate of t1/3 despite the continuous action space.
With an agent at every period we may think also that observational
noise comes from the very action that an agent takes because of an
idiosyncratic element.
Herd behavior or informational cascades are extreme manifestations
of the self-defeating aspect of learning from others.
With discrete action spaces and signals of bounded informativeness
public information may end up overwhelming the private signals of
the agents, who may (optimally) choose not to act on their
information.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

Suppose that ζ = 0, and that private signals have to be purchased
at a cost, increasing and convex in τ ε, according to a smooth
function s.t. C (0) = 0, C ′ > 0 for τ ε > 0, and C ′′ > 0.
There are, thus, nonincreasing returns to information acquisition.
The model is otherwise as before.
Each agent is interested in minimizing the sum of the prediction loss
and the information costs:

min
q,τε

E [(θ − q)2|I ] + C (τ ε),

I is the information set of the agent with a private signal of precision
τ ε and a public signal which summarizes public information history.
The linear-normal structure implies that public information follows a
normal distribution.
Denote the precision of the public signal by τ .
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

The solution to the problem is q = E [θ|I ] and, given τ ε and τ , the
prediction loss is: L(τ ε, τ) = Var[θ|I ] = (τ + τ ε)−1.
For given inherited precision of public information τ , the
representative agent minimizes over τ ε:

Λ(τ ε, τ) = L(τ ε, τ) + C (τ ε).

The expected loss Λ(τ ε, τ) is strictly convex in τ ε and there will be
a unique solution to the minimization problem γm(τ) as a function
of τ .
gm(·): market policy function that yields the dynamics of public
precision public precision τ .
Given τ and private precision purchase γm(τ) the weight to private
information is a = γm(τ)/(γm(τ) + τ), and therefore public
precision in the following period is given by

gm(τ) = τ + τu

(
γm(τ)

γm(τ) + τ

)2
.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

Burguet and Vives (2000):

Proposition
If τ ≥ (C ′(0))−1/2, then γm(τ) = 0. Otherwise, γm(τ) > 0 and γm(·) is
a (strictly) decreasing, differentiable function of τ . If C ′(0) = 0, then
γm(·)→∞ as τ →∞. The market policy function gm is increasing for
τ large enough.

Proof
From ∂Λ/∂τ ε|τε=0 = C ′−2 we have that γm = 0 whenever
τ ≥ (C ′−1/2.
Otherwise, the solution is interior and the FOC of the minimization
problem yields γ − (C ′−1/2 = −τ .
The left hand side is strictly increasing and ranges from −∞ to ∞.
Therefore this FOC defines implicitly γm.
From the implicit function theorem, −1 ≤ dγm/dτ < 0.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

From the implicit function theorem, −1 ≤ dγm/dτ < 0.
From the expression for gm(τ) we have that dgm/dτ > 0 for γm

close enough to 0 (and/or τ large enough).
This shows that gm is increasing for τ large enough and for τ close
enough to (C ′−1/2 when C ′(0) > 0.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

The policy function need not be increasing for any τ .
This is possible because private and public precisions are strategic
substitutes in the minimization of the expected period loss Λ.
Thus, the purchase of private information is decreasing in the
amount of (inherited) public precision, a manifestation of the
self-correcting property of learning from others.
Consequence: there are instances where more public information
hurts.
The result is akin to Smith and Sørensen (1995): the observation of
larger samples of predecessors does not necessarily improve welfare
at the market solution.
Also Banerjee (1993) in a model of the economics of rumors finds
that speeding up the transmission of information (the rumor) has no
welfare effect since then the rumor must be received sooner to be
trusted.
Even in the model of the previous section with exogenous private
signals the same effect is potentially present.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

It is remarkable that more public information may hurt even in an
environment where there are no payoff externalities and only
information externalities matter.
Morris and Shin (2002, 2005) find in a static model that more
information may hurt because of a special “beauty contest” form of
the payoff that induces agents to have a private incentive to
coordinate which is socially wasteful.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.2 Endogenous Information Acquisition

Full revelation of θ obtains with endogenous private precisions if and
only if the marginal cost of acquiring information when there is no
information is zero.
Hint for a dynamic resolution of the Grossman and Stiglitz paradox.
We can see also that if C ′(0) = 0, the speed of learning decreases as
we move away from the exogenous signals situation.
Also, contrary to the results of Radner and Stiglitz (1984), the value
of information need not be nonpositive at zero.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.3 Long-lived Agents

The model in the previous section admits an interpretation in terms of a
continuum of long-lived agents interacting repeatedly in the market at
t = 0, 1, . . ..

The agents are rewarded according to the proximity of their
prediction to some random unobservable variable θ.
At any period there is an independent probability 0 < 1− δ < 1 that
θ is realized and the payoffs up to this period collected.
The expected loss to agent i in period t when choosing an action qit
is the mean squared error: Lit = E [(θ − qit)2].
The agent has available in period t a private signal si = θ + εi (the
same for every period) and a public information vector
pt−1 = {p0, p1, . . . , pt−1} as before: Iit = {si , pt−1}.
Signals are conditionally independent with the same precision τ ε, and
as usual we make the convention that errors on average cancel out.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.3 Long-lived Agents

Myopic behavior is optimal (qit = E [θ|Iit ]): an agent is infinitesimal
and can not affect the public statistics.
Agents act simultaneously in every period and noise avoids that their
average action fully reveals θ.
The model is formally identical to the model in the previous section
when ζ = 0. In this case public precision is given by
τ t = τθ + τu

∑t
k=0 a2

k .
Amador and Weil (2007) provide a continuous time extension of the
model (for the case ζ = 0).
Agent i receives the payoff at the random time T when θ is realized.
The nice feature of continuous time is that a closed-form solution
can be provided:

τ t = (3τuτ
2
ε t + (τ ε + τθ)3)1/3 − τ ε.

From this: τ t is of the order of t1/3 and t1/3τ t
t→ (3τuτ

2
ε)1/3.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.3 Long-lived Agents

Amador and Weil (2007) extend the model by allowing agents to
receive at time zero a private exogenous signal with precision τ ε and
a public exogenous signal of precision τθ about the unknown θ plus
a private and a public signal about the average action with,
respectively, precisions τe and τu.
Now, the precision of private information evolves according to γt
and the precision of public information according to τ t yielding a
response to private information of γt/(γt + τ t) and a mean squared
prediction error at t of (γt + τ t)−1.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.3 Long-lived Agents

Two interesting results:
The first is that the path of the average prediction conditional on θ,
has an S-shaped diffusion pattern if private information is sufficiently
dispersed initially.
The second result is that an increase in initial public precision τθ
increases the total precision γt + τ t in the short run but decreases it
in the long run since it decreases uniformly the endogenous private
precision γt .
These results hold provided that the private learning channel is
active.
The authors show that a marginal increase in public information
hurts as long as the payoff is realized in a sufficiently long time.
However, a sufficiently large increase in public precision would be
good.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.4 Summary

Central result: slow learning from others in the presence of frictions
(i.e. noise).
This is the outcome of the self-correcting property of learning from
others.
With no frictions the public statistic is sufficient for the signals of
predecessors and learning is at the usual rate.
However, this result is not robust to the presence of noise in the
public statistic.
The results obtain both with short-lived and long-lived agents.
An important associated result is that public and private precision
are strategic substitutes from the point of view of the decision
maker.
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6.3 A Smooth and Noisy Model of Learning from Others
6.3.4 Summary

Furthermore, if agents have to acquire their private signals then full
revelation will be precluded if the marginal cost of acquiring
information is positive at 0.
Otherwise, full revelation obtains but the speed of learning decreases
as we move away from the exogenous signal case.
Even more so, the potential damaging effect of public information is
more pronounced when there is an active private learning channel
about aggregate activity.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

The first two examples involve short-lived agents, the others involve
long-lived agents.♣
Consumers learning about quality

Agents have an idiosyncratic expected loss function
Lit = E [(θ + ηit − qit)2], ηit being a random variable with finite
variance σ2

η independently distributed with respect to the other
random variables of the model: Lit = E [(θ + qit)2] + σ2

η.
In each period there are many consumers of two types: “rational”
and “random.”
Rational consumers are endowed with a utility function that is linear
with respect to money. Consumers only differ in their information
and are one-period lived.
Generation t consumer i’s utility when consuming qit is given by:

Uit = (θ + ηit)qit −
1
2

q2
it .

The willingness to pay of consumer i in period t is θ + ηit .
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Consumers are uncertain about θ + ηit and only learn it after
consuming the good. The parameter θ represents the average
component of the willingness to pay and will depend on the
matching between product and population characteristics.
Consumer i in period t receives a “word of mouth” signal about θ.
Given that the idiosyncrasy ηit of consumer i in period t is
uncorrelated with all other random variables in the environment and
that the consumer learns θ + ηit only after consuming the good we
have that E [θ + ηit |Iit ] = E [θ|Iit ].
Assume that firms produce at zero cost and that prices are fixed at
marginal cost.
Expected utility maximization plus price taking behavior imply
qit = E [θ|Iit ].
If ut denotes the purchases of the random consumers, then
aggregate demand will be: pt =

∫ 1
0 E [θ|Iit ]di + ut .
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Consumers active in period t have access to the history of past sales
pt−1 = {p0, p1, . . . , pt−1}.
Consumer i’s information set in period t is Iit = {sit , pt−1}.
Consumers will learn slowly quality from quantities consumed or
market shares.
Furthermore, slow learning by consumers enhances the possibilities
of firms of manipulating consumer beliefs (for example, signal-jam
the inferences consumers make from market shares, see Caminal and
Vives (1996, 1999)).
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Location decisions and information acquisition
Consider a world where an earthquake (the “big one” in California)
may strike at any period with probability 1− δ.
The location θ is the safest from the point of view of the
earthquake, the problem is that θ is unknown and it will not be
known until the earthquake happens!
Agents have to make (irrevocable) location decisions based on their
private (costly) assessment of θ and any public information available.
The latter consists of the average location decisions of past
generations.
These average locations contain an element of noise since for every
generation there are agents who locate randomly independently of
any information. The private assessment of an agent is based on
geological research he conducts.
The higher the effort the agent spends on this research the better
estimate he obtains. This example corresponds then to the
endogenous information acquisition case.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Macroeconomic forecasting and investment
Consider competitive firms deciding about investment in the
presence of macroeconomic uncertainty, which determines
profitability, represented by the random variable θ.
At each period there is an independent probability that the
uncertainty is resolved.
Firms invest taking into account that the profits of their
accumulated investment depend on the realization of θ.
The investment of a firm is directly linked to its prediction of θ. To
predict it each firm has access to a private signal as well as to public
information, aggregate past investment figures compiled by a
government agency.
Data on aggregate investment incorporates measurement error. At
each period a noisy measure of past aggregate investment of the
past period is made public.
The issue is whether, and if so how fast, the repeated announcement
of the aggregate investment figures reveals θ.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Reaching consensus and common knowledge
At a more abstract level, consider the reaching of consensus starting
from disparate expectations.
Well known: repeated public announcements of a stochastically
monotone aggregate statistic of conditional expectations, which need
not be common knowledge, leads to consensus (McKelvey and Page
(1986) and Nielsen et al. (1990) following up on Aumann (1976)).
In many instances market interaction will provide agents only with a
noisy version of an aggregate statistic of individual conditional
expectations.
In the previous models repeated public announcements of a linear
noisy function of agents’ conditional expectations leads to consensus
but slowly.
We could say, rephrasing a result in the literature (Geanakoplos and
Polemarchakis (1982)), that in the presence of noisy public
information “we can not disagree forever but we can disagree for a
long time.”
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.1 Examples

Learning by doing
A typical model of learning by doing assumes that the unit cost of
production with an accumulated production of t is of the form
C (t) = kt−λ with λ ∈ (0, 1) and k a constant.
A rate of cost reduction of t−1/3 is typical for airframes and
corresponds to a 20 “progress ratio”
Progress ratios oscillate in empirical studies between 20% and 30%.
Improved coordination seems to be at the root of improved
productivity. The coordination problem takes a very simple (and
extreme) form in the model: Costs are lower the closer the actions
of workers are to an unknown parameter θ.
The total expected cost of output in production round t is
proportional to

∫ 1
0 E [(θ− qit)2]di, where qit is the action of worker i

in period t. Worker interaction reveals the statistic pt .
The previous models predict that the rate of learning, will be of the
order of t−1/3.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.2 Relation to dynamic rational expectations

Do the results obtained in the previous section extend to more complex
economic situations, closer to the actual functioning of markets?

In those situations payoff externalities will matter and will interact
with the informational externalities examined in our prediction
model.
Does convergence to full-information equilibria obtain at a
(relatively) fast rate in markets environments?
The smooth noisy model of learning from others is close to classical
dynamic rational expectations models.
In the latter prices are noisy aggregators of dispersed information
and agents choose from a continuum of possible actions with
smooth payoffs as rewards.
Nevertheless, the slow learning results can not be applied
mechanistically: markets are more complex than the simple models
of the previous sections.
Unlike in the pure learning/prediction model, in market models the
payoff of an agent depends directly on the actions of other agents.
Learning need not be always from others, agents can learn also from
the environment.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.2 Relation to dynamic rational expectations

Example: classical learning in rational expectations partial
equilibrium model with asymmetric information (as developed by
Townsend (1978) and Feldman (1987)).
In this model long-lived firms, endowed with private information
about an uncertain demand parameter θ, compete repeatedly in the
marketplace. Inverse demand in period t is given by pt = θ+ ut − xt ,
xt is average output, and production costs are quadratic.
The result is that learning and convergence to the full-information
equilibrium occur at the standard rate t−1/2.
The reason is that public information (prices) depend directly
(independently of the actions of agents) on the unknown parameter
θ.
In contrast, in a variation of the classical model (Vives (1993))
where the unknown θ is a cost parameter prices will be informative
about θ only because they depend on the actions of firms, and the
strength of the dependence will vanish as t grows large due to the
self-defeating facet of learning from others.
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6.4 Application and Examples
6.4.2 Relation to dynamic rational expectations

The speed at which prices reveal information is particularly
important in financial markets where price or value discovery
mechanisms are in place.
Example: information tâtonnement designed to decrease the
uncertainty about prices after a period without trade (overnight) in
the opening batch auction of some continuous stock trading systems.
A stylized version of this mechanism is considered in Chapter 9
where it is shown that information is aggregated at a fast rate in the
presence of a competitive market making sector while without it
convergence is slow.
In a related vein, Avery and Zemsky (1998) show how introducing a
competitive market making sector in the basic herding model
convergence of the price to the fundamental value obtains.
In summary, in the market examples considered there is learning
from others and we see how changes in the market microstructure
have consequences for convergence and the speed of learning.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare

Welfare analysis of the prediction model.♣
Do agents put too little weight on their private information with
respect to a well-defined welfare benchmark?
We address the issue in the smooth learning from others model
developed in the previous sections.
At the root of the inefficiencies detected in models of learning from
others lies an information externality. An agent when making its
decision does not take into account the benefit to other agents.
In the basic model, the loss of a representative agent in period t,
Lt = (τ ε + τ t−1)−1, is decreasing in public precision τ t−1.
A larger response of agents to their private signals in period t will
lead to a larger precision in period t, τ t , and consequently a lower
loss in period t + 1
This is not taken into account by an individual agent.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare

The analysis of the information externality leads to a welfare-based
definition of herding as an excessive reliance on public information
with respect to a well-defined welfare benchmark: the team solution
(Radner (1962)).
This assigns to each agent a decision rule so as to minimize the
discounted sum of period losses.
The planner or team manager, however, cannot manipulate the
information flows.
This solution internalizes the externality respecting the decentralized
information structure of the economy. Optimal learning at the team
solution then trades off short-term losses with long-run benefits: it
involves experimentation.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare

Welfare losses are discounted with discount factor δ ∈ [0, 1).
The planner is restricted to use linear rules.
The team manager has an incentive to depart from the myopic
minimization of the short term loss and “experiment” to increase the
informativeness of public information.
This is accomplished imposing a response to private information
above the market response.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.1 A two-period example

Two periods: t = 0, 1.
The team has to choose linear decision rules q0(si) and q1(si , p0) to
minimize L0 + δL1 where Lt = E [(θ − qt)2].
Solved by backwards recursion and a unique linear team solution is
found.
Posit q0 = a0si , then L0 = (1− ao)2τ−1

θ + a2
0τ
−1
ε and

τ0 = τθ + τua2
0 .

In period 1 for a given τ0, the team solution is just the market
(Bayesian) solution and therefore L1 = (τ0 + τ ε)−1.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.1 A two-period example

Optimal solution to min L0 + δL1 is ao
0 ∈ (am

0 , 1), where
am

0 = τ ε/(τ ε + τθ) is the market solution.
The information externality implies that there is underinvestment in
public information at the market solution: ao

0 > am
0 .

Comparative static results: ∂ao
0/∂δ > 0, ∂ao

0/∂τθ < 0,
∂ao

0/∂τ ε > 0, and ∂ao
0/∂τu > 0 if τu is small.

Welfare increases at the team solution with increases of either τθ or
τu.
The situation is potentially different at the market solution.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

Let qt(Iit) denote the decision rule of an agent i given his
information at time t, Iit = {si , pt−1} (no loss of generality in
considering symmetric rules).
The expected loss in period t is E [(θ − qt(Iit))2].
The objective of the team is to minimize

∑∞
t=0 δ

tLt , choosing a
sequence of linear functions {qt(·)}∞t=0, where qt is a function of Iit ,
and pk =

∫ 1
0 qk(si , pk−1)di + uk .

Write the strategy of agent i in period t as
qk(si , θt−1) = atsi + ctθt−1, with at and ct the weights to private
and public information.
The precision of public information θt is equal to
τ t = τθ + τu(

∑t
k=0 a2

k ).
At period t, ct is chosen, contingent on at to minimize Lt :
ct = 1− at .
We have Lt = (1− at)2τ−1

t−1 + a2
t τ
−1
ε .
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

The reduced form team minimization problem: choose {at}∞t=0 to
minimize

∞∑
t=0

δtLt , for t = 1, 2, . . .

The sequence {τ t}∞t=0 is the control.
The value function Λ(·) associated to the control problem is the
solution to the functional equation

Λ(τ) = min
τ ′
{L(τ ′, τ) + δΛ(τ ′)},

with
L(τ ′, τ) =

(1−
√

(τ ′ − τ)/τu)2

τ
+ τ ′ − τ

τuτ ε
.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

Λ is strictly convex, twice-continuously differentiable and strictly
decreasing.
As τ →∞ tends to infinity Λ′(τ) and Λ(τ) tend to 0.
A higher accumulated precision today generates uniformly (strictly)
lower period losses for all feasible sequences from then on.
At the team solution increasing the precision of public information is
unambiguously good. This need not be the case at the market
solution.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

The policy function go(·) gives the unique solution to the team
problem: next period public precision as a function of the current
one.
It can be shown that τ tends to infinity and that at decreases over
time.
For δ > 0:

1 There is herding: ao
t > am

t .
2 The market underinvests in information: τo

t > τm
t .

For δ = 0 the market solution is obtained: ao
t = am

t for all t.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

With δ > 0 and given a certain accumulated public precision the
optimal program calls for a larger response to private information.
Agents herd and rely too little on their private information at the
market solution.
However, this does not mean that the optimal program involves a
uniformly larger response to private information overtime.
Simulations for δ > 0 show that there is a critical t̄, increasing in δ
and τ ε, and decreasing in τu, after which the optimal program calls
for a lower response to private information than the market to collect
the benefits of the initial accumulation/experimentation phase.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

Comparative statics with the discount factor δ are as follows:
1 For any t, τ t is increasing in δ.
2 For t large (small) Lt is decreasing (increasing) in the discount

factor δ.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

Let `m =
∑∞

t=0 δ
tLt , with Lt the period loss at the market solution

and `o = Λ(τθ)
Then, the relative welfare loss of the market solution with respect to
the team solution can be quite high.
For example, (`m − `o)/`m is around 25% for τu = 5, τ ε = 0.5,
τθ = 1, and δ = 0.95.
The relative welfare loss is increasing in δ and non-monotonic in τ ε
and τu.
For extreme values of τ ε or τu there is no information externality
and the market and team solutions coincide.
Slow learning at the market solution is not suboptimal: The team
solution has exactly the same asymptotic properties as the market.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

Vives (1997):

Proposition
Let δ > 0, the team solution:

1 Responds more to private information, for any given τ , than the
market solution

2 Period by period accumulates more public precision than the market
(τo

t > τm
t ).

3 Has the same asymptotic properties as the market; in particular, the
same rate of (slow) learning.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.2 The infinite horizon model

The properties of the optimal learning program when agents are
short-lived and signals potentially correlated are similar, and the
same results hold.
The presence of correlation in the signals tends to decrease the
optimal weight to private information.
In terms of the applications presented before the optimal learning
results imply the following:
In the learning by doing example: independently of whether the
team manager behaves myopically or as a long-run optimizer, the
rate of learning and the period loss, will be of the order of t−1/3.
In the consumer learning example the results imply that consumers
are too cautious with respect to the welfare benchmark in
responding to their private information.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

When private information is costly to acquire the effects of the
information externality are accentuated.

Consider the same model as in the previous section and a second
best welfare benchmark in which private information purchases can
be controlled, via tax-subsidy mechanisms, but otherwise agents are
free to take actions.
Given a sequence of private precisions {γt} chosen by the planner,
an agent at period t will choose the action that minimizes his loss,
taking τ t−1 and γt as given.
The agent chooses at = γt/(γt + τ t−1), inducing a period expected
loss of (γt + τ t−1)−1.
The problem of the planner is to choose a sequence of nonnegative
real numbers to solve

min
∞∑

t=0
δt
(

1
γt + τ t−1

+ C (γt)
)
, t = 1, 2, . . .
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

Burguet and Vives (2000) characterize the solution to the program.
Similarly to the market solution if C ′ > 0, public precision does not
accumulate unboundedly.
An increase in initial public precision may hurt welfare at the market
solution and the same is true for the second best benchmark.
The reason is the self-defeating aspect of learning from others.
However, it can be shown that, for a large enough initial public
precision τ , more public precision is always good at the second best
solution.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

Other relevant welfare benchmark: team efficient solution, i.e. the
solution where the planner can assign decision rules to agents as well
as control information purchases.
Concentrate attention on linear and symmetric decision rules.
At period t the team manager has to choose parameters at , bt , and
γt so that each agent will buy a private signal with precision γt and
then take a decision qit = atsit + btθt−1
The parameter bt has no intertemporal effect and bt = 1− at to
minimize the one period prediction loss.
This yields a period loss of

Lt = a2
t
γt

+ (1− at)2

τ t−1
+ C (γt).

At any interior solution the FOC to minimize Lt has to hold:(
at

γt

)2
= C ′(γt)

If at = 0, then γt = 0. We have therefore for a given a, a unique
solution γo(a) with γo(0) = 0 and strictly increasing.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

The characterization of the solution to the team problem is similar
to the second best solution but now the value function is strictly
decreasing always.
A consequence is that at the team optimum it never pays to add
noise to public information.
The information purchase is higher at the team solution for any τ
than at the market solution.
Moreover the speed of learning and asymptotic properties are the
same in the market, the second best benchmark, and the team
solution.
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

Simulations of the model with the cost function C (τ ε) = cλ−1τ ε, with
λ ≥ 1, c > 0 show the following (see figure):

For any t, τo
t > τ sb

t > τm
t . Typically, the second best is much closer

to the market than to the first best.
Underinvestment in public precision at the market solution, both
with respect to the team and the second best, is increasing in the
distance to the exogenous signals case (as parameterized by 1/λ).
The relative welfare loss of the market solution, both with respect to
the team and the second best, is increasing in the distance to the
exogenous signals case 1/λ and in the discount factor δ but non
monotonic in the precision of noise in the public signal τu.
The team solution may display a weight for the private precision a
well above 1, implying a negative weight to public information.
Furthermore, the team solution is not always monotone in τ .
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.3 Costly Information Acquisition

Simulations:
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6.5 The Information Externality and Welfare
6.5.4 Summary

Learning from others involves a basic information externality that
induces herding and under-accumulation of public information.
A welfare benchmark that internalizes the information externalities is
needed to compare with the market solution.
This is accomplished by the team efficient solution which internalizes
the information externality and provides an appropriate benchmark
to compare with the market solution.
The welfare loss due to the information externality may be important
but the (slow) rate of learning in the market is not suboptimal.
The information externality and the associated welfare loss are
aggravated with costly information acquisition.
The strategic substitutability between private and public information
means that public information may hurt welfare except in the team
efficient solution.
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities

Herding has been put forward as an explanation for different
phenomena like financial crisis, fashion, and technology adoption.
The herding literature has put the finger on the welfare
consequences of information externalities in a very stark statistical
prediction model.
We have seen how the root of inefficiency in herding models is an
informational externality not taken into account by agents when
making decisions.
We consider here a static version of the smooth herding model with
a rational expectations flavor.
In this section agents when making predictions can condition on the
current public statistic.
The rational expectations equilibrium in the prediction model can be
compared then with the team efficient solution in which the
informational externality is taken into account.
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.1 A model with a rational expectations flavor

Suppose that the public information signal is given by
p =

∫ 1
0 qidi + u, with qi being the prediction of agent i and u

normally distributed noise, u ∼ N (0, σ2
u).

Agent i receives a private signal about θ and solves the problem

min
q

E
[
(θ − q)2|Ii

]
, with Ii = {si , p}.

This information structure corresponds to a rational expectations
solution.
We assume that all random variables are normally distributed:
θ ∼ N (θ̄, σ2

θ),
The solution to the agent’s problem is qi = E [θ|Ii ].
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.1 A model with a rational expectations flavor

The minimization of the square loss function may arise from agents
having quadratic utility functions.
Suppose agent i has a utility function given by
Ui = (θ + ηi)qi − (1/2)q2

i where ηi is an idiosyncratic random term
(uncorrelated with everything else).
For example, let qi be the capacity decision of firm i, where θ + ηi
indexes the marginal (random) value of capacity and let investment
costs be quadratic.
Example: A firm decides about capacity based on its private
information and the aggregate capacity choices in the industry
including firms that invest for exogenous reasons with aggregate
value u.
In any case the expected welfare loss with respect to the
full-information first best (where θ is known and qi = θ) is easily
seen to be E [(θ − qi)2]/2.
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.1 A model with a rational expectations flavor

Let a be the coefficient of si in the candidate linear equilibrium
strategy of agent i.
From the normality assumption and p =

∫ 1
0 qidi + u, it follows that

p will be a linear transformation of z = aθ + u and that
E [θ|p] = E [θ|z].
Let θ∗ = E [θ|z]. We can write the equilibrium strategy as

qi(si , z) = E [θ|si , z] = asi + (1− a)θ∗,

where a = τ ε/(τ ε + τ), τ = (Var[θ|p])−1 = τθ + a2τu.
There is a unique linear Bayesian equilibrium (the market solution).
The equilibrium strategy is given by qi = amsi + (1− am)θ∗ where
am is the unique positive real solution to the cubic equation
a = τ ε/(τθ + a2τu + τ ε).
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.1 A model with a rational expectations flavor

We have that am ∈ (0, τ ε/(τ ε + τ)) and
Lm = E [(θ − E [θ|si , z])2] = (τ ε + τm)−1 = am/τ ε, where
τm = τθ + (am)2τu.
Furthermore, am and Lm decrease with τθ and τu; am increases
and Lm decreases with τ ε.
In this context public information does not hurt: welfare increases
with either better prior information or a less noisy transmission
channel τu.
The result is not trivial since there are two effects. An increase in τu
or τθ has a direct positive impact on τm but an indirect negative
one on am which tends to reduce τm.
The direct one prevails and public information reduces the prediction
loss.
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.2 The Team Efficient Solution

Given decision rules qi(Ii) for the agents, the average expected loss
is
∫ 1

0 E [(θ − qi(Ii))2]di.
Restrict the planner to impose linear rules and let
qi(Ii) = aisi + ciθ

∗.
Then it is optimal to set ci = 1− ai since otherwise public
information would not be exploited efficiently.
With a symmetric rule qi(Ii) = asi + (1− a)θ∗, the expected loss is
given by

L(a) = (1− a)2

τθ + a2τu
+ a2

τ ε
.

It is easily seen that L′(1) > 0 and L′m) < 0.
Denote by ao the (unique) team solution and let Lo = L(ao). It
follows that at the unique linear team solution ao ∈ (am, 1) and is
increasing in τ ε and decreasing in τθ.
As expected, the weight to private information is too low and the
weight to public information is too high at the market solution.
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6.6 Rational expectations, herding and information
externalities
6.6.2 The Team Efficient Solution

Bru and Vives (2002):

Proposition
1 We have that ao ∈ (am, 1).
2 All coefficients are increasing in τ ε and decreasing in τθ; am is also

decreasing in τu.
3 Lo and Lm and are decreasing in τθ, τ ε and τu.
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Summary

The chapter has presented the basic models of learning from others
developing the results obtained in the social learning and herding
literature.

The disparate results obtained in those two strands of the literature
reflect the underlying assumption in the herding literature that does
not allow an agent to fine-tune his action to his information.
The basic information externality problem, the fact that an agent
when taking an action today does not take into account the
informational benefit that other agents will derive from his action,
underlies the discrepancy between market and team-efficient
solutions.

With discrete actions spaces the inefficiency may take a very stark
form with agents herding on the wrong action.
In more regular environments learning from others ends up revealing
the uncertainty, although it will do so slowly if there is observational
noise or friction.
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Summary

Learning from others with noisy observation by Bayesian agents has
a self-correcting property. This slows down learning.
However, slow learning is team-efficient.
Endogenous and costly information acquisition accentuates the
effect of the information externality, slowing down learning and
increasing the relative welfare loss at the market solution.
The strategic substitutability between public and private information
is behind the possibility that more public information may decrease
welfare in a world without payoff externalities.
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